
result, another genre making a strong showing is the kind related
to a profession. Webtoons like Choi Hoori's MLB Cartoon are
updated with real-rime results and commentary on professional
sports like baseball or soccer, creating an instant rapport with
sports fans. Of course, sport is only one subgenre, with other
genres taking a completely different approach. Ho-yeon's Pottery,
Vessel of the Heart shares the artist's knowledge and love of .
traditional Korean crafts in simple line drawings, while Neon.
B (Lee Joo-hee) and Caramel (Oh Hyeon-dong)'s Dieter take a
humorous approach to weight loss, that perennial question of
modern living.

The future of the webtoon is undeniably surrounded by
debate. While traditional print artists like Yoon Tae-ho have
successfully crossed over to the web, serializing long stories like
Moss and Incomplete Life to great success, there are few comics on
the web with such ambitious, complex storylines. The fact that
most webtoons are offered for free also comes with a plethora of
problems, with anempts to introduce a pay wall to the benefit
of webtoon creators currently in progress. The accessibility of
the web, on the other hand, is an enormous boon to new artists
bursting with ideas and looking for a platform.

It is also predictable that webtoons will change as e-book
readers and tablets become more popular. These devices that
allow readers to swipe pages with a tap of the finger are perfect
for comics. Technological developments like mobile applications
have huge potential for webtoon creators looking to self-publish,
by passing big publishers or portal sites. The technical and artistic
potential of Korean webtoons is already attracting considerable
attention in the U.S. and Europe. Will Korea carve out a new
place for itself in the cultural contents industry with webtoons,
making full use of its advanced environment? That is the next
challenge.

by Yi Myung-suk
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3. Incomplete Life (9 vols.)

Ycon Tae-ho
Wisdamhause Publishing Co., Ltd.
2012, 300p, ISBN9788960865563 (VaLl)

4. The Great Catsby (4 vots.)
DaHa, Wisdamhause Publishing Co., Ltd.
2013, 367p, ISBN9788959137459(Set)

5. Moss (5 vols.)
Yaan Iae-ho

Moss
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